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Your Teaching 

EDGE
A Disciplined Approach

to

Skills Training

1. EDGE is a Training Methodology

1. A way of approaching teaching

2. A model for the Teaching Process

2. It’s not magic

3. It’s not a replacement for “knowing your stuff”

4. It’s not a Universal Tool…
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What is EDGE?

� An Approach to Skills Training

� That divides Knowledge Transfer

� Into distinct Steps

� That Facilitate Learning

� And Provide Feedback

It’s not magic, it’s just common sense!

1. You have probably used EDGE without knowing it

2. It’s one approach to teaching

1. There are other approaches

2. EDGE has significant advantages when teaching Skills

3. Perhaps less useful when communicating Facts

3. But it is one that the BSA wishes to stress

1. Used in Woodbadge

2. Used in YLT

3. Applied in the current Rank Requirements
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Skill Training?

Skill-Base

� A series of clear steps

� Doing things

� Simple, clearly defined

� Repeatable sequence

Knowledge Base

� Steps are not clear

� Facts or knowledge

� Complex

� Many decisions

1. Skill Training:  

1. Instruction in a specific skill 

2. As opposed to facts or knowledge

• You don’t want lots of decision points

• A clear, straightforward path

• Something repeatable

• Not all training situations benefit from EDGE

• It is not a universal tool

• Sometimes other techniques work better
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Knowledge Transfer?

The goal of all teaching…

� The Instructor sends the message

� The Student receives the Message

� The Instructor knows that the Student got the 
Message

EDGE Closes the loop…

1. Just saying something is not teaching

1. Teaching is communication

2. Of Facts…

3. Of Skills…

4. Of Knowledge

2. How do you know that the material transferred?

1. Tests – Try that on your patrol!

2. Asking is everyone “got it” – Who is going to say “no”!

3. Watching them Do – Can’t Fake That!

3. This is the real contribution of EDGE – Verification!
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Four Steps to Success

�Explain

�Demonstrate

�Guide

�Enable

� Break the training process into 
four steps

� Build your presentation around 
these steps

� Gather props and materials

� Practice, Revise, and Prepare

� Deliver the goods

� Get Feedback

� Improve

� Repeat…

1. These are the steps

2. A Recipe for Success

1. Think

2. Build

3. Deliver
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Explain

� Sets the stage for…

� Teaching a skill

� Describing how to do something

� Giving instructions

� Explain the Nuts & Bolts…

� The “lecture” part

� Use words, pictures, props, and tools

� Ask and answer questions

1. EXPLAIN – This is the Background Material

1. The “Boring” Part

2. Many presentations spend too much time here

2. Be Short and Sweet

1. Keep Interest Alive

2. Use Props and Visual Aids

3. Encourage Appropriate Discussion
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Demonstrate

� Demonstrate what you are teaching:
� Use appropriate tools and props

� Make sure everyone can see

� Make sure everyone understands:
� Ask Questions

� Answer Questions

Explaining & Demonstrating are separate, but related 
steps

1. DEMONSTRATE – Don’t Just Tell Them, Show Them!

1. If you are communicating anything more than Facts

2. You really need to show and demonstrate

1. Some people learn by hearing or reading

2. Others need to be shown

3. Satisfy both groups!

2. EXPLAINING and DEMONSTRATING must not be confused

1. They are very much related,

2. But they address two very different Learning Styles…
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Guide

� Let the Learner show that he has learned

� Correct mistakes… gently

� Guide the Learner to success

� Demonstration to Instructor reinforces knowledge for 
Learner

� Closes the loop…

� Instructor is assured that the message was received 
and understood

1. Put It Into Practice…

1. Let them show YOU

2. It reinforces their knowledge

3. It assures YOU that knowledge was transferred

2. Watch carefully and carefully correct mistakes

1. Be gentle and respectful

2. Don’t intimidate

3. This is NOT your chance to shine, it’s theirs!

3. Guiding:

1. Good for you – you know you communicated

2. God for them – they cement their new knowledge
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Enable

� Practical demonstration reinforces learning

� No delay between instruction and application

� Learners become Teachers

� Strive for feedback at every stage

� Questions & answers

� You see the skill demonstrated

1. By following the steps, you assure that you communicated the material

2. Your listeners “internalize” the material

1. And they demonstrate that can use the knowledge they gained

2. And communicate it to others

3. That’s the Trainer’s EDGE!
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Why Use EDGE?

� Why not?

� It’s really nothing new

� Good Teachers have been using it for years

� You probably use it yourself

� But…

� Being conscious of the technique

� Makes you think, and

� Thinking about your message improves your message

1. This is a reasonable question

2. EDGE is really “nothing new”, except…

1. Thinking about what you teach

2. Being aware of the delivery of your message

3. And verifying the transfer of knowledge

3. Being aware of the EDGE Dynamic can help make you a better, more effective, teacher
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Tying the Bowline

A Practical Application

of

EDGE Training

1. Thus far we have completed the EXPLAIN portion of the EDGE presentation

2. Now we are going to DEMONSTRATE EDGE

3. The subject of the demonstration – Tying the Bowline was chosen for a reason

1. Most of you are familiar with the Bowline

2. You may or may not have discovered this method

3. But it works and can be easily demonstrated

4. Remember, this is a DEMONSTRATON of the EDGE process

5. You will need the following materials:

1. Two lengths of thick rope for your demonstration

2. A length of sash cord or other practice rope for each participant

3. A Pencil or piece of dowel will be helpful
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A Note Before We Begin…

This is a demonstration of the EDGE methodology.  The Bowline Knot is being 
used as an example.  There are other ways of tying the Bowline and they 
may be easier and better, but that’s not important here:  The method of 

instruction is the message.

Sometimes in training, people concentrate on the “trees” and miss the “forest”.  
When this happens, the instructor and his team must be ready to bring the 

session back to the subject.

Dealing with these issues respectfully, but firmly is an important life-skill.  
Knowing how to assert and use authority will help you to earn respect.

1. More words than should normally be placed on a slide!

2. Don’t get hung up on THIS demonstration:

1. Pay attention to how the method is presented

2. See if you can spot EXPLAIN, DEMONSTRATE, GUIDE, and ENABLE

1. Criticize me if I don’t demonstrate EDGE

2. But don’t argue about the technique for tying the knot!

3. Sometimes the discussion veers off in real life training situations

1. You will need to “bring it back”

2. You may have to demonstrate authority

3. But do it firmly AND respectfully
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The Bowline

� An important and useful knot

� Creates a temporary loop in the end of a rope that

� Does not slip and

� Does not jam

� The Bowline can be easily untied

� Best in natural-fiber rope

� Can be tied in synthetic rope

� You can trust your life to a Bowline!

1. The Bowline is one of the most useful knots for creating a loop

2. It doesn’t slip or jam

3. It can be used with most types of rope

4. Properly tied, you can trust it with your life
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How to Tie the Bowline

� A loop in the rope is locked 
by a loop through the loop 
and around the rope…

� The rabbit jumps through 
the hole and runs around 
the tree and jumps back in 
the hole…

1. Show how a Bowline is tied:

1. Use thick rope that contrasts with the background – You will need at least two lengths

2. Make sure everyone can see the demonstration

1. Make the knot slowly and carefully

2. Make sure that everyone distinguishes

1. Between the length of rope under tension (Standing End)

2. And the Tail (Working End) where the loop is formed

3. Leave a long enough tail

4. Show how the knot is set

2. Pass around the completed knot – save it, it will be needed later
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Confused?

� It’s not complicated, but…

� The technique can be confusing

� Is there another way?

1. Although the knot might not seem difficult to YOU, it may seem confusing or impossible to someone else

2. We are going to learn another technique

3. If two techniques give knots with the same final form they are both valid methods

4. Everything up to this point has been part of EXPLAIN – We now continue with some EXPLANATION, 
but the primary focus will be DEMONSTRATING the Bowline
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The Marline-Spike Hitch

� A variation of the Slip-Knot

� It’s easily made

� And used when applying 
tension to a line

� The knot “vanishes” when 
the Marline-Spike is 
removed

1. Introduce the Marline-Spike Hitch

1. Marline is two-stranded “Small Stuff” used by sailors for whipping, racking, and seizing

2. The Marline-Spike thrust through the knot lets you apply tension without the rope or small stuff 

cutting into your flesh

3. And the hitch is temporary – it vanishes when the Marline-Spike is removed

2. Demonstrate the Marline-Spike Hitch using a bit of wood or a pencil in place of the Marline-Spike

1. Call attention to the fact that tension is being applied to the Standing End -- the line ABOVE the hitch

2. Call attention to Working End -- the Tail that hangs loose

3. Pass around the completed knot

3. Suggest that the loose Working End Tail replace the Marline-Spike – This is the new method…
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And So…

� Tie a loose Marline-Spike Hitch as if you were going to apply pull to the 
rope

� Instead of using a Marline-Spike, Reeve the end of the rope through the 
Hitch

� Set the Bowline so that the rope is pulled through the Hitch

1. Demonstrate again…

1. Tie the Marline-Spike Hitch very loose – Make sure that you tie it so that tension on the rope 
Standing End -- opposite the Working End Tail tightens the Hitch!

2. Stick the Working End Tail through the Marline-Spike Hitch – Make sure that you stick (Reeve) plenty 
of tail through the Hitch

3. Continue the Working End Tail around itself and apply tension to the Standing End so that the 
collapsing hitch pulls the rope through and the Bowline is formed!

2. Pass around the new Bowline and the original Bowline – Call attention to the fact that the Knots are 

identical

3. This completes the DEMONSTRATE step
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Your Turn

1. Give each participant a length of practice rope

2. Tell them to tie the Bowline using the new method

3. Guide them through the steps of forming the Marline-Spike Hitch, Reeving through the Tail, and Tightening 

the Bowline

1. Make sure that the tension is applied from the Standing End (opposite the Working End Tail)

2. Make sure that they don’t drop back into using another method that they know already

3. Remember, they are learning the new technique, not just tying a Bowline

4. When all participants have completed the method, you have completed the GUIDE Step

5. If they can demonstrate the method to each other and to you, you have ENABLED them to Tie the 
Bowline using the specified method


